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The Enneagram is a secular personality typing system that has been used for 
centuries by multiple groups of people and faiths. There are various speculations 
about the nature of its origins as well as its associations with non-Biblical groups and 
entities. While others might have used this tool for less-than-Biblical purposes, we 
view this tool as simply that: a tool.

InIn no way, shape, or form do we believe that the Enneagram should, or even can, be a 
replacement for Scripture. Our desire in using this tool is to help provide common 
language that we can all use as we seek to better understand how God has wired us, 
and we want to make sure that the Gospel remains at the center of our usage. 

The Enneagram and its language does not save us, nor does it define our true 
identitidentity. We are saved through the finished and perfect work of Jesus, and, for those 
who are saved and have put their faith and trust in Him, our true identity is as a child 
of God.

We believe that God gives and allows tools to be used to help us better live into our 
identity in Him and help us better understand His work. This is all the Enneagram is 
to us and all it will ever be: a tool to help us better understand how God has wired us 
and how we can better live as His children, not just as a number.

WWith that in mind, we hope this resource helps you understand yourself or others 
around you a little better, but most importantly, we hope it drives you closer to Jesus 
and helps you delight in how He’s designed you.

ENNEAGRAM DISCLAIMER:
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With that in mind, this guide—which is for both those who are and those who know 
someone that is this type—will take a deeper look at the traits, behaviors, and 
underlying motivations that make up an Enneagram Type 7, also known as The 
Enthusiast. Let’s get started...

A DEEPER LOOK:

AN ENNEAGRAM OVERVIEW:
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Fun, spontaneous, and adventurous, Sevens are motivated by a need to be 
happy, to plan stimulating experiences, and to avoid pain. They are often 
characterized by their creativity, optimism, and energy, but may seem 
distracted, insensitive, or irresponsible to others.

ALL ABOUT THE ENTHUSIAST:
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A type’s Core Motivation can be broken up into several different areas: Core Fear, 
Core Desire, Core Weakness, and Core Longing.
Much like the names suggest, a type’s Core Fear is what they tend to most fear 
being true about themselves or happening to them; their Core Desire is what they 
crave most, deep down; a type’s Core Weakness is the emotion or feeling that they 
struggle with most; and their Core Longing can be described as the message their 
heart longs to hear.

FFor Sevens, those specific pieces are as follows: 

to be happy, to plan stimulating experiences, and to avoid pain.
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Finally, because each type is different, there are different ways to act in order to 
get along with that specific type. While each person is unique and not everything 
about a type pertains to everyone, all the time, the list on the following page is an 
overview based on common type traits.

Growth Mindset for Sevens: Realize that God has given you so much and that 
                      there is nothing you lack. You can rest from your 
                      constant laboring and find peace with Him.

Everyone has problems that they struggle with individually, but there are also 
common struggles within each Enneagram type. The beauty of The Gospel is that 
Christ is the answer to any problem we might face. 

First, Sevens need to remember: Jesus is your portion and fill. We all have a void 
inside that needs to be filled. No amount of exciting experiences can satisfy it. But 
Christ has done all, so that He could be our all. He is living water that is always 
satisfying. As His child, you can enjoy as much living water as you need.

SeSecond, remember that: Your needs will be taken care of. Christ knew that neither 
others nor yourself could take care of all your real needs, so He came to Earth to 
take care of your needs for you. Rely on His provisions for you. Be content in 
knowing that Jesus is there for you.

FFor every type, there is a Growth Mindset that indicates the common hurdle to that 
type’s growth. Thankfully, for those who trust Christ, our growth is not dependent 
on us, but is carried out through the work and power of the Holy Spirit. A type’s 
Growth Mindset is not meant to diminish the work of the Spirit, but simply to 
remind each type, through a simple phrase, how Christ has conquered your 
burdens.
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Remember: the Enneagram is one of the best tools we can use to understand how 
God has wired us and those around us. It also helps us identify areas that we can 
grow in as we endeavor to become more like Christ. However, all real, complete, 
and lasting transformation comes through Jesus and our connection to Him. More 
important than understanding ourselves and knowing those around us, is our 
pursuit of Jesus first. Whatever the Enneagram reveals—good or bad—remember 
that no one cares for you like Jesus.

  How to Get Along With Sevens:
     - Give them companionship, affection, and freedom.
   - Accept them the way they are.
   - Listen to their stories and grand visions.
   - Be enthusiastic with them.
   - Laugh and make jokes with them.
     - Be aware that they don’t like to be told what to do or to be restricted.
   - Engage with them in stimulating conversation and laughter.


